Join us online for a free Indie Lens Pop-Up screening of Storm Lake, the new documentary by Jerry Risius and Beth Levison, followed by an interactive discussion of the state of local journalism with the film’s stars.

In Storm Lake, Pulitzer-winning editor Art Cullen and his family dedicate themselves to keeping a newspaper alive in a small Iowa town. Nearly 2,000 local papers have shuttered in America in the last twenty years, a crisis accelerated by COVID-19. The stakes have been especially high for the Cullen family, as they comprise half of their paper’s ten-person team. Against tight deadlines and slimmer margins, the Cullens report on their town, and wonder how the paper will survive as readers cease to support journalism like they used to. If American democracy requires an informed citizenry, can it survive without the backbone of independent local journalism?

7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 10
Register Here [1]

Watch the Trailer [2]

Panelists:
Art Cullen, Editor, *The Storm Lake Times*
Tom Cullen, Reporter, *The Storm Lake Times*
Errin Haines, Editor-at-Large, *The 19th*
Lorena López, Editor, *La Prensa*
Alison Bethel, Vice President, Report for America

What is *Indie Lens Pop-Up*?
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